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The geometrical theory of constraints applied to the
dynamics of vakonomic mechanical systems:
The vakonomic bracket

Sonia Martı́nez,a) Jorge Cortés,b) and Manuel de Leónc)
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Cientı́ficas, Serrano 123, 28006 Madrid, Spain
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A vakonomic mechanical system can be alternatively described by an extended
Lagrangian using the Lagrange multipliers as new variables. Since this extended
Lagrangian is singular, the constraint algorithm can be applied and a Dirac bracket
giving the evolution of the observables can be constructed. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~00!02802-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

There are two different approaches to Lagrangian systems subjected to nonholonom
straints. The first one is based on the d’Alembert principle1–5 and the corresponding equations
motion are termed nonholonomic. The second approach is purely variational and was propo
Kozloz.6 Arnold, Kozlov, and Neishtadt1 coined the name of vakonomic~mechanics of variationa
axiomatic kind! to refer to that sort of mechanics. Interesting comparisons between both
proaches can be found in Refs. 3, 7, and 8.

Both topics have received a lot of attention in recent years in the context of geom
mechanics. Nonholonomic mechanics has been studied from a Hamiltonian point of vie9–11

from a Lagrangian one,12–17 and even from a Poisson one.18–20 Several papers are devoted
highlighting the equivalence among these viewpoints.21–23 Indeed, nonholonomic mechanics h
many applications to engineering~robotics, control of satellites, etc.!, since it seems appropriate t
model the dynamical behavior of phenomena like rolling, etc.~see Ref. 2, and references therein!.
On the other hand, vakonomic mechanics is applied to study problems of optimal control t
~being related to sub-Riemannian geometry!,24,25 economic growth theory,26 motion of microor-
ganisms at low Reynolds number,27 etc. A geometric unified approach was recently develope
Ref. 28.

The aim of this paper is to study the equations of motion of vakonomic mechanical syste
the framework of singular Lagrangian theories. As is well known, a vakonomic system give
a Lagrangian functionL5L(qA,q̇A) and constraintsF i(q

A,q̇A)50, can be equivalently describe
by the extended LagrangianL5L(qA,l i ,q̇A,l̇ i)5L(qA,q̇A)1l iF i ~see Ref. 1!. This new La-
grangian is obviously singular, and its dynamics can be studied using Dirac’s machine
constraints.29 A first step in this direction is due to Carin˜ena and Ran˜ada,30 where they considered
a global constraint function and treated the problem in the Lagrangian formalism.

Our program here is to apply the geometric version of the Dirac–Bergmann constraint
rithm due to Gotay and Nester31–33 to the extended LagrangianL. For that purpose, we firs
enlarge the original space of velocitiesQ to P5Q3Rm, and then we apply Gotay–Nester
procedure toL. We assume thatL is a natural Lagrangian, that is,L5T2U whereT is the kinetic
energy derived from a Riemannian metric onQ, andU is the potential energy. In addition, th
constraints are supposed to be linear in the velocities. With these assumptions, we find t
algorithm stabilizes at the second step or, in other words, there are only secondary cons
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Moreover, all the constraints are second class in according with Dirac’s terminology. This las
implies that the final constraint submanifoldM2 is symplectic with respect to the canonic
symplectic structure onT* P and the symplectic structure induced there provides a Pois
bracket that is just the same induced by the ambient Dirac bracket.29,34 A first result is that this
procedure ‘‘reduces’’ the phase space fromT* P to M2 .

Furthermore, the final constraint submanifold is diffeomorphic withM̄3Rm, whereM̄ is the
image inT* Q by the Legendre transformation ofM. An interesting consequence of this identi
cation is the possibility of defining a Poisson bracket on functions onM̄ which produces a
function onM2 ~since we have to take account of the Lagrange multipliers!. We are then impelled
to call this bracket the vakonomic bracket, in distinction with the so-called nonholonomic br
in nonholonomic mechanics.19,20,21,23,35Indeed, the vakonomic bracket gives the evolution of
observables of the vakonomic system.

If we consider a more general kind of constraints or Lagrangian not necessarily re
~situations which are more common in applications!, the process is of course very much involve
since tertiary and higher order constraints will appear. We leave this problem for further res

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review the two kinds of mechanics,
holonomic and vakonomic mechanics, from a unified variational approach. The constraint
rithm in its geometric version is described in Sec. III and applied to vakonomic mechanics in
IV and V. In Sec. VI, we study the second-order differential problem and in Sec. VII, we cla
the constraints according to Dirac. In Sec. VIII, we discuss what happens if the constraints a
globally defined onTQ.

II. VARIATIONAL METHODS IN MECHANICS

In this section we shall give a brief account of the variational principles involved in
derivation of the equations of motion in classical mechanics. For a more extended discussi
for instance, Refs. 3, 8, 28 and 36.

Let Q be ann-dimensional configuration manifold, andL:TQ→R an autonomous Lagrangia
function. If (qA) are coordinates onQ, we denote by (qA,q̇A) the natural bundle coordinates o
TQ such that the tangent bundle projectiontQ :TQ→Q reads astQ(qA,q̇A)5(qA).

Given two pointsx,yPQ we define the manifold of twice differentiable curves joiningx and
y as

C2~x,y!5$c:@0,1#→Q / c is C2, c~0!5x and c~1!5y%.

Let c be a curve inC2(x,y). As is well known, the tangent space ofC2(x,y) at c is given by

TcC2~x,y!5$X:@0,1#→TQ / X is C1, X~ t !PTc~ t !Q,X~0!50 and X~1!50%.

We will assume here thatL is subjected to nonholonomic linear constraints given by a subm
fold M of TQ. Alternatively, the submanifoldM can be viewed as the total space of a vec
subbundle ofTQ, or, equivalently, as a distribution onQ which will be denoted by the same lette

Therefore, if the annihilatorM° of M is locally spanned bym independent one-forms
$v1 ,...,vm%, wherev i5m iAdqA, we have that the constraint functions$F1 ,...,Fm% are just the
evaluation functions of this basis, that is,F i(vq)5^vq ,v i(q)& for all vqPTqQ, 1< i<m. Now,
we introduce the submanifold ofC2(x,y) which consists of those curves which are compati
with the constraint submanifoldM,

C̃2~x,y!5$c̃PC2~x,y! / c8 ~ t !PMc̃~ t ! , ;tP@0,1#%.

Given a curvec̃P C̃2(x,y), the constraints allow us to consider a special vector subspac
Tc̃C2(x,y),

Vc̃5$XPTc̃C2~x,y! / v i~X!50, 1< i<m%,
 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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which are the allowed variations. Then, ifX5XA(]/]qA), we deduce thatXPVc̃ if and only if

m iAXA50, ;1< i<m, ~1!

along the curvec̃.
Next, define a functionalJ by

J:C2~x,y!→R

c°E
0

1

L~ ċ~ t !!dt.

A direct computation using integration by parts shows that~see Ref. 8!

dJ~c!~X!5E
0

1S ]L

]qA2
d

dt
S ]L

]q̇AD DXAdt

for cPC2(x,y) andXPTcC2(x,y).

A. Unconstrained systems

In this case,M5TQ. The Hamilton principle states that a curvecPC2(x,y) is a motion of the
Lagrangian system defined byL if and only if c is a critical point ofJ; that is, iff dJ(c)(X)
50 for all XPTcC2(x,y), or

E
0

1S ]L

]qA2
d

dt
S ]L

]q̇AD DXAdt50, ;XA.

This condition is equivalent to the Euler–Lagrange equations

d

dt
S ]L

]q̇AD 2
]L

]qA 50, 1<A<n.

B. Nonholonomic mechanics

In this case, a curvec̃P C̃2(x,y) is a motion if and only if it satisfiesdJ( c̃)(X)50, for all
XPVc̃ , that is,

E
0

1S ]L

]qA2
d

dt
S ]L

]q̇AD DXAdt50,

for all XA satisfying Eq.~1!.
As before, we deduce thatc̃ is a motion if and only if

S ]L

]qA2
d

dt
S ]L

]q̇AD DXA50, ~2!

for all XA satisfying Eq.~1!, which is just the statement of d’Alembert’s principle. Therefore,c̃ is
a motion for the nonholonomic system if and only if

d

dt
S ]L

]q̇AD 2
]L

]qA 52l im iA , 1<A<n, ~3!

for some Lagrange multipliersl1,...,lm.
 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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C. Vakonomic mechanics

In vakonomic mechanics, a curvec̃P C̃2(x,y) is a motion if and only ifdJ( c̃)(X̃)50, for all
X̃PTc̃C̃2(x,y), i.e., the motions are the extremals of the restriction of the functional to the cu
satisfying the constraints.

Now, using the Lagrange multipliers theorem in an infinite dimensional context, we de
~see Refs. 1, 3, 8, and 36! that c̃ is an admissible regular motion if and only if there existm
functionsl1,...,lm, l i :@0,1#→R such that

d

dt S ]L

]q̇AD2
]L

]qA 52l i S ]m iA

]qB q̇B2
]m iB

]qA q̇BD2
dl i

dt
m iA , 1<A<n. ~4!

An alternative approach to vakonomic mechanics is the following. From~4! we deduce that a
curve c̃5(qA(t)) in C̃2(x,y) is a solution of the vakonomic equations if and only if there ex
local functionsl1,...,lm on R such thatc̄(t)5(qA(t),l i(t)) is an extremal for the extende
Lagrangian

L:T~Q3Rm!→R, L5L1l iF i ,

i.e., it satisfies the Euler–Lagrange equations

d

dt S ]L
]q̇AD2

]L
]qA 50, 1<A<n,

d

dt S ]L
]l̇ i D 2

]L
]l i

5F i~qA,q̇A!50, 1< i<m

~see Refs. 1, 3, 8, and 36 for details!.

III. THE CONSTRAINT ALGORITHM

First of all, let us recall the geometric formulation for Lagrangian mechanics~see Ref. 37!.
Let S5]/]q̇A

^ dqA be the canonical almost tangent structure onTQ and D5q̇A(]/]q̇A) the
Liouville vector field onTQ. From the LagrangianL, we construct the Poincare´–Cartan two-form
vL52dS* (dL) and the energyEL5D(L)2L.

Then, the equations of motion can be equivalently written as

i xvL5dEL . ~5!

Indeed, if the LagrangianL is regular, i.e., its Hessian matrix Hess(L)5(]2L/]q̇A]q̇B) is not
singular, thenvL is symplectic, and~5! has a unique solutionGL which is a second-order differ
ential equation~SODE!. The solutions ofGL are just the ones of the Euler–Lagrange equations
L is not regular, then~5! has no solution in general, and even if a solution exists, it will not
unique or a SODE.

In order to treat with this kind of system, Gotay and Nester31–33 developed a constrain
algorithm ~a geometrization of the Dirac–Bergmann algorithm!, applicable in the general frame
work of presymplectic manifolds as is described in the following. A presymplectic system
triple, ~M, v, a!, that consists of a smooth manifoldM, a closed two-formv with constant rank,
and a closed one-forma.

We are interested in searching the possible solutions of

i xv5a. ~6!

Let [:TM→T* M be the map defined by[(X)5 i Xv. If v is not symplectic, then[ is not
surjective and, consequently,~6! has no global solution onM in general.
 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Consider the points ofM where~6! has a solution and assume that this set is a subman
M2 of M15M ~this will be our case, since we are assuming thatv has constant rank!. It could
still happen that the solutions onM2 are not tangent toM2 . In consequence, we take a subma
fold M3 of M2 where the solutions are tangent toM2 . Continuing with this process repeatedl
we generate a sequence of submanifolds

¯�Mi¯�M2¯�M15M,

in such a way that if the algorithm stabilizes for somek, i.e.,Mk5Mk11[Mf , then there exists
a vector fieldG on Mf such that

~ i Gv5a! /Mf
.

Notice that if we finish the process at the stepk51, it will mean that there is a global solutionG
on the whole ofM.

Alternatively, the above submanifolds can be obtained as follows:

Mi5$xPM / a~x!~z!50, ;zPTxMi 21
' %,

where

TxMi 21
' 5$zPTxM / v~x!~v,z!50, ;vPTxMi 21%.

We callM2 the secondary constraint submanifold,M3 the tertiary constraint submanifold, and
generalMi will be the i-ary constraint submanifold. If the algorithm stabilizes, thenMf will be
the final constraint submanifold. Accordingly, the~local! functions defining these submanifold
will be termed secondary constraints, ternary constraints, and so on.

IV. THE LAGRANGIAN FORMALISM

Let Q be ann-dimensional manifold representing the configuration space of a mecha
system described by a Lagrangian functionL:TQ→R and subjected to linear nonholonom
constraints given by a submanifoldM of TQ.

We shall assume that the Lagrangian is of natural type, that isL5T2U, whereT is the
kinetic energy of a Riemannian metricg on Q, andU:Q→R is a potential energy.

In bundle coordinatesL reads as

L~qA,q̇A!5 1
2 gAB~q!q̇Aq̇B2U~q!.

As we have seen earlier, the constraint submanifoldM is locally defined as the zero set ofm
independent linear nonholonomic constraintsF i(q

A,q̇A)5m iA(q)q̇A.
For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that the constraintsF i are globally defined on the

whole TQ. Later, we shall consider the general case.
Consider the product manifoldP5Q3Rm with local coordinates (qA,l i). As we have seen in

Sec. II, the equations of motion corresponding to the vakonomic problem given byL andM can be
formulated in terms of the extended lagrangianL:TP→R, L5L1l iF i .

In what follows, we will identifyTP with TQ3TRm, and denote byp1 :TQ3TRm→TQ and
p2 :TQ3TRm→TRm the canonical projections ofTQ3TRm onto TQ andTRm, respectively.

The Poincare´–Cartan two-formvL associated toL is

vL5S ]gAC

]qB q̇C1l i
]m iA

]qB DdqA∧dqB1m iAdqA∧dl i1gBAdqA∧dq̇B.
 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Notice thatvL is not symplectic because of the singular character ofL. Indeed,]L/]l̇ i50.
However, it still has constant rank as shows its Hessian matrix

Hess~L!5S ]2L
]q̇A]q̇B

]2L
]l̇ i]q̇B

]2L
]q̇A]l̇ j

]2L
]l̇ i]l̇ j

D 5S Hess~L ! 0

0 0
D .

Therefore, we have

rank~vL!5rank~Hess~L!)5rank~Hess~L !)5rank~vL!52n.

We deduce that the triple (TP,vL ,dEL) is a presymplectic system, withEL5D(L)2L the
energy ofL.

In this presymplectic framework the equations of motion are written as

i XvL5dEL . ~7!

Next, we will apply Gotay and Nester’s algorithm described in Sec. III to find a solution of~7!.
Put P15TP, then

P25$xPP1 /^dEL ,Z&~x!50,;ZP~TxP1!'%,

where

~TxP1!'5$ZPTxP1 /vL~Z,W!50,;WPTxP1%5$ZPTxP1 /[L~Z!50%.

Thus, to obtainP2 we need first to calculate ker[L .
A direct computation shows that

i]

]l̇ i
vL 50.

Moreover, we also have

iZivL50,

where

Zi5
]

]l i2gBCm iC

]

]q̇B , 1< i<m.

Therefore, since the vector fields$]/]l̇ i ,Zi% are linearly independent and rankvL52n, we
deduce that they generate ker[L , that is,

ker[L5spanH Zi ,
]

]l̇ iJ .

Remark IV.1:It is not difficult to see that

dim~ker[L)52 dim~V~TP!ùker[L!,
 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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where V(TP) is the vertical bundle overP. Therefore,L is a singular Lagrangian of Type I
according to the classification in Refs. 38 and 39.

Notice thatEL5(p1)* (EL), whereEL is the energy corresponding to the LagrangianL. In
what follows, we will writeEL instead of (p1)* (EL), for brevity.

Now, in order to compute the constraint functions which defineP2 , we calculate
(dEL)x(]/]l̇ i) and (dEL)x(Zi), 1< i<m,

~dEL!S ]

]l̇ i D 5
]EL

]l̇ i
50,

~dEL!~Zi !5Zi~EL!5S ]

]l i
2gBCm iC

]

]q̇BD S ]L

]q̇A
q̇A2L D

52gBCm iC

]L

]q̇B
1gBCm iC

]L

]q̇B
2gBCm iCgABq̇A52m iAq̇A,

which are the original constraints.
Thus, we have

P25$xPP1 /F i~p1~x!!50,1< i<m%.

Next, we shall computeTP2 . TakeX a vector field tangent toP2 , that is, if

X5X1
A ]

]qA
1X2

i ]

]l i
1X3

A ]

]q̇A
1X4

i ]

]l̇ i
,

we have

X~F i !5X1
Aq̇B

]m iB

]qA 1X3
Am iA50, ; i . ~8!

The matrix (m iA) has rankm, so we can assume that the submatrix (m i j ), 1< i , j <m is invertible,
with inverse matrix (m j i ). Equation~8! can be written as

X3
j m i j 1X3

am ia52X1
Aq̇B

]m iB

]qA ,

where 1< i , j <m andm11<a<n. Now, multiplying by (m j i ) we obtain that

X3
j 52m j i X1

Aq̇B
]m iB

]qA 2m j i X3
am ia .

Consequently, we deduce thatTP2 is spanned by the vector fields

H ]

]l i
,

]

]l̇ i
,

]

]qA
2q̇B

]m iB

]qA
m j i

]

]q̇ j
,

]

]q̇a
2m j i m ia

]

]q̇ jJ .

Next, we want to computeTP2
' . Consider a vector fieldY,

Y5Y1
A ]

]qA
1Y2

i ]

]l i
1Y3

A ]

]q̇A
1Y4

i ]

]l̇ i
,
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such thatYPTP2
' . After some calculations, we obtain that

Y1
A50,

Y3
A52gEAm iEY2

i .

Then

dEL~Y!5gABq̇BY3
A52gABq̇BgEAm iEY2

i 52q̇Em iEY2
i 5F iY2

i 50, ~9!

on P2 and, therefore,P35P2 . This means that the algorithm stabilizes atP2 , andP2 is the final
constraint submanifold.

Our aim in the rest of this section is to get explicit expressions for the solutions of Eq.~7!. For
that purpose, take an arbitrary vector fieldG on TP locally written as

G5AA
]

]qA
1Bi

]

]l i
1CA

]

]q̇A
1Di

]

]l̇ i
,

and assume that it satisfies

i GvL5dEL .

A straightforward computation shows that

i GvL5FABF S ]gBC

]qA 2
]gAC

]qB D q̇C1l i S ]m iB

]qA 2
]m iA

]qB D G2Bim iA2CBgABGdqA

1AAm iAdl i1AAgABdq̇B,

dEL5F1

2

]gBC

]qA q̇Cq̇B1
]U

]qAGdqA1gABq̇Bdq̇A.

Comparing the coefficients ofdq̇B anddl i we deduce that

ABgAB5q̇BgBA , AAm iA50,

which impliesAA5q̇A, 1<A<n, and

m iAq̇A50, 1< i<m. ~10!

Comparing now the coefficients ofdqA, we find thatBi andCB are related as follows:

Bim iA1CBgAB5l i q̇DS ]m iD

]qA 2
]m iA

]qD D1S 1

2

]gDC

]qA 2
]gAC

]qD D q̇Cq̇D2
]U

]qA ,

or, equivalently,

CB5gABq̇DFl i S ]m iD

]qA 2
]m iA

]qD D1S 1

2

]gCD

]qA 2
]gAC

]qD D q̇CG2gAB
]U

]qA2gABm iABi . ~11!

Moreover, sinceG has to be tangent toP2 , we get

CBm jB1q̇Aq̇B
]m jB

]qA 50. ~12!

Introducing the expression forCB obtained in~11! into ~12!, we have
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gABm jBm iABi5q̇Aq̇B
]m jB

]qA 1m jBgABq̇DFl i S ]m iD

]qA 2
]m iA

]qD D
1S 1

2

]gCD

]qA 2
]gAC

]qD D q̇CG2m jBgAB
]U

]qA .

But the matrixD5(Di j ), with

Di j 5gABm iAm jB , ~13!

is regular~see Refs. 16 and 17!, soBi is explicitly given as

Bi5Di j q̇Aq̇B
]m jB

]qA 1Di j m jBgABq̇DFlkS ]mkD

]qA 2
]mkA

]qD D
1S 1

2

]gDC

]qA 2
]gAC

]qD D q̇CG2Di j m jBgAB
]U

]qA , ~14!

where (Di j ) is the inverse matrix ofD.
Therefore, from~11! we obtain an explicit formula forCB,

CB5gABq̇DFlkS ]mkD

]qA 2
]mkA

]qD D1S 1

2

]gCD

]qA 2
]gAC

]qD D q̇CG2gAB
]U

]qA2gABm iAFDi j q̇Eq̇F
]m jF

]qE

1Di j m jFgEFq̇DFlkS ]mkD

]qE 2
]mkE

]qD D1S 1

2

]gDC

]qE 2
]gEC

]qD D q̇CG2Di j m jFgEF
]U

]qEG . ~15!

Summing up, a vector fieldG with local expression

G5q̇A
]

]qA
1Bi

]

]l i
1CA

]

]q̇A
1Di

]

]l i
, ~16!

satisfies the conditions

~ i GvL5dEL! uP2
,

~17!
GPTP2 ,

if and only if the coefficientsBi and CB satisfy ~14! and ~15!, respectively. The parametersDi

remain undetermined and give rise to a familyGD of vector fields satisfying the above-mentione
system.

Remark IV.2:The solutions we have obtained do not satisfy the SODE condition alongP2

sinceS(G)ÞD, that is,BiÞl̇ i , 1< i<m. In the next sections, we will find a submanifoldS of P2

and a vector fieldG̃ on it such that (i G̃vL5dEL) uS and (S(G̃)5D) uS hold simultaneously. The
existence of this submanifold can be ensured if a certain admissibility condition is fullfilled~see
Refs. 31 and 33!.

We are now in a position to make a first comparison between what we have obtaine
(TP,vL ,dEL) by means of the presymplectic formalism and the vakonomic formulation for
original LagrangianL.

First of all, the final constraint submanifoldP2 and M are closely related. Indeed,P2 and
M3TRm are diffeomorphic in a natural way. Moreover, letG be a vector field onP2 such that
i GvL5dEL . SinceTP2 is diffeomorphic toTM3TTRm, then G splits asG5(X,Z), with X
5Xl :M→TM and Z5Z(q,q̇) :TRm→TTRm vector fields onM and TRm depending on the pa
rametersl and (q,q̇), respectively.
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The obstacle for the above-mentioned splitting to be ‘‘clean,’’ that is,X being independent o
l and Z being independent of (q,q̇), is the coupling of the coordinates (q,q̇) and l in the
vakonomic equations, a fact that can also be seen in the explicit expressions forBi5Bi(q,l,q̇)
andCB5CB(q,l,q̇) @see~14! and~15!#. A look to these local expressions shows that if the cros
terms]m iB /]qA2]m iA /]qB vanish, then we will be able to project ‘‘cleanly’’G onto a vector
field X independent of parameters. Of course, this is just the case when the constrain
holonomic.8

On the other hand, this can also be done for some mechanical systems subjected to n
nomic constraints: for example, whenever we can get an expression for the Lagrange mul
(l i(t)) along solutions (qA(t),q̇A(t)). This is the case of the vertical rolling disk~see Example
VII.4!. In fact, we have thatXl0(t)5GL,M , where (l0

i (t)) is a special curve of Lagrange mult
pliers andGL,M is the nonholonomic vector field alongM. Consequently, the solutions of th
nonholonomic problem may be regarded as a subset of the vakonomic ones.8,24 As a by-product of
the application of the Gotay and Nester algorithm, we have found a geometric characteriza
this fact. However, it will not be true in general as pointed out in Ref. 8 and the question of
this can be done is still unanswered.

V. THE HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM

In this section, we will discuss the vakonomic system within the framework of the cotan
bundle T* P. First of all, note that the LagrangianL is almost regular, so we are just in th
assumptions of Gotay and Nester.31,32

Our interest in developing this formulation is to classify the constraints appeared in
process following Dirac’s criterion and, then, to define a Dirac bracket giving the evolutio
dynamical variables.

Consider the Legendre transformation ofL,

FL:TP→T* P.

As is well known, the Legendre mapping is a fibered mapping overP, i.e., pP+FL5tP , where
pP :T* P→P is the canonical projection. In local coordinates the Legendre transformation
as

FL~qA,l i ,q̇A,l̇ i !5S qA,l i ,S ]L

]q̇AD
~qA,q̇A!

1l i S ]F i

]q̇AD
~qA,q̇A!

,0D .

Therefore, if (qA,l i ,p̂A ,p̂i) are bundle coordinates inT* P we have

p̂A5gABq̇B1l im iA , p̂i50,

along the image ofFL.
Next we will prove thatL is almost regular according to the definition in Refs. 31 and 3
Proposition V.1: The following statements are true
( i ) FL(TP)5M1 is a submanifold of T* P.
(ii) FL is a submersion on its image and its fibers are connected submanifolds of TP. T

fore, L is almost regular.
Proof: The Jacobian matrix ofFL is

S I n 0 K 0

0 I m K̄ 0

0 0 Hess~L ! 0

0 0 0 0

D ,
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whereK5@ q̇C(]gBC /]qA)1l i(]m iB /]qA)# and K̄5(m iA). Then, rankFL52n1m at everyx
PTP, and from the rank theorem we deduce thatM1 is a submanifold ofT* P. Moreover, with
this differentiable structure the mappingFL:TP→M1 is a submersion.

Next, we will prove thatFL21(y)5span$(]/]l i)pP(y)%, for all yPM1 . In this case, the fibers
of FL would be connected. Indeed, letx1 ,x2PFL21(y). Then both are in the same fiber ofTP,
i.e., tP(x1)5tP(x2), and from the definition ofFL we deduce thatFL(p1(x1))5FL(p1(x2)).
Thereforep1(x1)5p1(x2) sinceFL is a diffeomorphism. Consequently,x1 andx2 differ only in
their componentsl̇ i . Thus, we have completed the proof. h

Notice thatM1 is locally defined by the equationsp̂i50 for all i. Denote byv15 j 1* vP ,
wherevP5dqA∧dp̂A1dl i∧dp̂i is the canonical symplectic form onT* P and j 1 :M1→T* P is
the canonical inclusion. Then

v15dqA∧dp̂A

is a closed two-form onM1 with constant rank 2n,dim M1 .
SinceL is almost regular, the energyEL is constant along the fibers ofFL and it induces a

well-defined functionh1 :M1→R by the relationh1+FL5EL . In fact,

h1~qA,l i ,p̂A,0!5 1
2 gAB~ p̂A2l im iA!~ p̂B2l jm jB!1U~q!.

Thus, the system (M1 ,v1 ,dh1) is presymplectic and we can apply to it the constraint algorith
It should be noticed that Gotay and Nester’s equivalence theorem~see Refs. 31 and 32! implies
that this algorithm will stabilize at a submanifoldM2 of M1 so that the following diagram

P15TP →
FL

T* P

i 1↑ ↘
FL1 ↑ j 1

P2 M1

↘
FL2 ↑ j 2

M2

is conmutative. Here,i 1 and j 2 are the canonical inclusions, andFLk5FLuPk
are submersions on

their imagesMk for k51,2.
The primary constraints are those definingM1 , that is, p̂i50. In order to calculate the sec

ondary constraints which in turn defineM2 , we first compute

ker~v1!y5~TyM1!'5$zPTyM1 /~v1!y~z,h!50,;hPTyM1%.

In terms of the induced coordinate system onM1 , the tangent space ofM1 aty is locally generated
by

H S ]

]qAD
y

,S ]

]l i D
y

,S ]

] p̂A
D

y
J .

If

z5z1
AS ]

]qAD
y

1z2
i S ]

]l i D
y

1z3
AS ]

] p̂A
D

y

PTyM1 ,
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h5h1
AS ]

]qAD
y

1h2
i S ]

]l i D
y

1h3
AS ]

] p̂A
D

y

PTyM1 ,

then we have

~v1!y~z,h!5~dqA∧dp̂A!y~z,h!5z1
Ah3

A2z3
Ah1

A50, ;h1
A ,h3

A .

Thusz1
A5z3

A50, which implies that

~TyM1!'5spanH S ]

]l i
D

y
J .

Thendh1(]/]l i)5(]h1 /]l i)52x i provides the new constraints

x i5m iAgAB~ p̂B2l jm jB!, 1< i<m.

Consequently,M2 is defined by the constraintsp̂i(y)50 andx i(y)50,1< i<m.
One can directly check thatM25FL(P2). As we already know,M2 is the final constraint

submanifold, that is,M25M f with the usual notations. Observe that we can introduce lo
coordinates inM2 as follows. Sincex i50, for all i, we have

l i5Di j m jAgABp̂B , 1< i<m.

Thus, we can take local coordinates (qA,p̂A) in M2 . More precisely, the mapping

~qA,p̂A!°~qA,Di j m jAgABp̂B ,p̂A,0!

definesM2 as a submanifold ofT* P.
We summarize the above results in the following diagram:

P15TP5T~Q3Rm! →
FL

T* P

i 1↑ ↘
FL1 ↑ j 1

P2[^F i50& M1[^ p̂i50&

↘
FL2 ↑ j 2

M2[^ p̂i50,x i50&.

Remark V.2:Observe thatv25 j 2* vP is in fact a symplectic form onM2 since

rank~v2!52n5dim M2 .

Then, we have that (M2 ,v2 ,h2) is a symplectic Hamiltonian system, whereh2 denotes the
restriction ofh1 to M2 . In local coordinates,

h25 1
2 gABp̂B~ p̂A2DikmkCm iAgCDp̂D!1U.

Let us denote byM̄5FL(M ) the submanifold ofT* Q obtained by means of the Legend
transformation associated toL. Indeed,M̄ is defined by the linear constraintsm iAgABpB , where
(qA,pA) stand for the bundle coordinates inT* Q. Notice thatM̄ is a vector subbundle ofT* Q
sinceFL is a vector bundle isomorphism overQ.
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To end this section, we will investigate the relation betweenM2 andM̄ , and will comparev2

with vQ , the canonical symplectic form onT* Q.
Let g:M3TRm→P2 be the global diffeomorphism betweenM3TRm and P2 , which is

induced from the canonical diffeomorphismTQ3TRm→T(Q3Rm). By means ofg, we define
the global mapping

d: M̄3Rm→M2

~ ȳ,l!°FL~g~FL21~ ȳ!,l,0!!.

In local coordinates we have

d~qA,pA ,l i !5~qA,l i ,pA1l im iA,0!.

Proposition V.3:d is a diffeomorphism.
Proof: Indeed, it is differentiable and its inverse is

M2→M̄3Rm,

~qA,p̂A!°~qA,p̂A2l im iA ,l i !,

wherel i5Di j m jAgABp̂B . Obviously,d21 is differentiable, too. h

Via d one obtains that

d* v25vQ2d~l im iA!∧dqA.

VI. THE SODE PROBLEM

In this section we will discuss the problem of finding a vector fieldG̃ satisfying the equations

~ i G̃vL5dEL! uS ,

~SG̃5D! uS ,

on some submanifoldS of P2 . That is, we are looking for a solution satisfying the SOD
condition, since our problem is variational and it requires second-order equations.

First of all, let us recall that points in the same fiber ofFL2 only differ one from each othe
in their componentsl̇ i . Indeed, ify0 is a point inM2 with local coordinates (q0

A ,l0
i ,p̂0A,0) then

we have

FL2
21~y0!5$~q0

A ,l0
i ,g0

AB~ p̂0B2l0
i m0iB!,l̇ i !/l̇ iPR%#P2 .

This fact implies that, if

GD
0
i 5q̇A

]

]qA
1Bi~q,l,q̇!

]

]l i
1CA~q,l,q̇!

]

]q̇A
1D0

i ]

]l̇ i

is an arbitrary solution of Eq.~17!, then it is projectable byFL onto a vector fieldḠ tangent toM2

defined by

Ḡ~y!5FL* ~GD
0
i ~x!!, xPFL21~y!,

sinceBi andCA do not depend onl̇ i .

Moreover, sinceḠ is such that (i Ḡv15dh1) uM2
, we deduce
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i Ḡv25dh2 ,

andḠ is the Hamiltonian vector field associated toh2 , i.e., Ḡ5Gh2
. For eachyPM2 , with local

coordinates (qA,l i ,p̂A,0) we have

Ḡ~y!5FL* ~GD
0
i ~x!!

5gAB~ p̂B2l im iB!S ]

]qAD
y

1Bi~x!S ]

]l i D
y

1S S ]gAD

]qB q̇D1l i
]m iA

]qB D
y

gBC~ p̂C2l im iC!1~Bim iA!~x!1~CBgAB!~x! D S ]

] p̂A
D

y

5gAB~ p̂B2l im iB!S ]

]qAD
y

1Bi~x!S ]

]l i D
y

1
]L
]qA S ]

] p̂A
D

y

,

wherex is an arbitrary point inFL21(y).
Now, we define the mappings:M2→P2 by putting

s~y!5s~qA,l i ,p̂A,0!5~qA,l i ,gAB~ p̂B2l im iB!,Bi~x!!, yPM2 , xPFL21~y!,

wherel i5Di j m jAgABp̂B . It is not difficult to see thats is well defined and that it does not depen
on the choice of the local coordinates onM2 . In fact, one can defines by taking the value ofGD

0
i

at x and then project the result by the canonical projection fromTP ontoP ~see Refs. 31 and 33!.
Moreover, we have thats(y)PFL2

21(y), for eachyPM2 sos is a differentiable section ofFL2 .
Then, S5s(M2)#P2 is a submanifold ofP2 , and hence ofTP as well. Observe that on thi
submanifold,GD satisfies the SODE condition: indeed, we have

~SGD2D! uS5S ~Bi2l̇ i !
]

]l̇ i D
uS

50.

However, in general, one cannot ensure thatGD is tangent toS.
This problem is solved by transporting the vector fieldḠ from M2 to S by using the global

diffeomorphisms:M2→S, that is, we define

G̃5s* Ḡ.

Therefore,G̃ will verify the SODE condition because of the form ofs and, in addition, the
equation

~ i G̃vL5dEL ! uS .

Next, we will obtain a local expression forG̃. Let x be a point inS; sinces is injective, there
is a unique pointyPM2 such thats(y)5x. Then,

G̃~x!5s* y~ Ḡ~y!!.

As we know from the above discussion,q̇x
A5gAB( p̂B2l im iB)y and l̇x

i 5Bx
i , so that we have
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G̃x5q̇x
AS ]

]qAD
x

1l̇x
i S ]

]l i D
x

1S q̇x
Aq̇x

DS gCD

]gBC

]qA D
x

2q̇x
Alx

i gx
BCS ]m iC

]qA D
x

2~ l̇ igBCm iC!x

1gx
BAF S ]gEA

]qD
q̇E1l i

]m iA

]qD D
x

q̇x
D1~ l̇ im iA!x1~CDgAD!xG D S ]

]q̇BD
x

1S q̇x
AS ]Bi

]qAD
x

1l̇x
j S ]Bi

]l j D
x

1
]L
]qA S ]Bi

] p̂A
D

x
D S ]

]l̇ i D
x

.

This expression can be simplified as follows:

G̃x5q̇x
AS ]

]qAD
x

1l̇x
i S ]

]l i D
x

1Cx
BS ]

]q̇BD
x

1S q̇x
AS ]Bi

]qAD
x

1l̇x
j S ]Bi

]l j D
x

1 ṗ̂AS ]Bi

] p̂A
D

x
D S ]

]l̇ i D
x

5q̇x
AS ]

]qAD
x

1l̇x
i S ]

]l i D
x

1Cx
BS ]

]q̇BD
x

1Ḃx
i S ]

]l̇ i D ,

taking into account that

q̇AgCDq̇D
]gBC

]qA 1q̇Dq̇EgBA
]gEA

]qD 5q̇Dq̇E
]

]qD ~gBCgCE!50.

Remark VI.1:We have obtained a vector fieldḠ on M2 , and a vector fieldG̃ onS, both vector
fields solving the dynamics of the singular LagrangianL. It should be noticed that, since th
equations of motion forL are the same as the equations of motion for the vakonomic problem

have obtained a sort of reduction of the latter problem. Indeed, the integral curves ofḠ ~or

equivalently, ofG̃) give the vakonomic dynamics. ButM2 ~or, if we want,S! has dimension 2n
and we have started with a state systemTP with dimension 2n12m.

Recall that we have provedḠ5Gh2
. In addition, the vector fieldG̃ on S is also a Hamiltonian

vector field. In fact,G̃ is the Hamiltonian vector field corresponding to the restriction ofEL and
with respect to the restriction ofvL to S. Both Hamiltonian vector fields are related by th
symplectomorphisms.

VII. CLASSIFICATION OF THE CONSTRAINTS ACCORDING TO DIRAC

The application of the Dirac–Bergmann–Gotay–Nester algorithm has produced the follo
constraints:

~i! the primary constraints,p̂ j50, 1< j <m,
~ii ! and the secondary constraints,x j50, 1< j <m,

which together define the final constraint submanifoldM2 .
In according with Dirac’s terminology,29 the constraints can be classified into first class a

second class constraints. Let us recall that a constraint is said to be first class if its bracke
all the other constraints vanish; otherwise, it is said to be second class.

Here the bracket is the canonical one provided by the canonical symplectic formvP on T* P,

$ f̄ ,ḡ%5
] f̄

]qA

]ḡ

] p̂A
1

] f̄

]l i

]ḡ

] p̂i
2

] f̄

] p̂i

]ḡ

]l i2
] f̄

] p̂A

]ḡ

]qA ,
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for all pair of functionsf̄ ,ḡ:T* P→R.
We construct the matrixC5(Cab), with Cab5$wa ,wb%, where 1<a<2m andwa5 p̂a for

1<a<m andwa5xa2m if m11<a<2m. Then we have

~Cab!5S $ p̂i ,p̂ j% $ p̂i ,x j%

$x i ,p̂ j% $x i ,x j%
D 5S 0 Di j

2Di j Ni j
D ,

with

Ni j 5$x i ,x j%5 p̂CgABS m jA

]~m iDgCD!

]qB 2m iA

]~m jDgCD!

]qB D1gABlkS m iA

]Dk j

]qB 2m jA

]Dki

]qB D .

A straightforward computation shows that the matrixC is invertible with inverse

C215~Cab!5S D21ND21 2D21

D21 0 D .

Therefore, all the constraints are second class.
Thus, the Dirac bracket is

$ f̄ ,ḡ%D5$ f̄ ,ḡ%2$ f̄ ,wa%Cab$wb ,ḡ%,

for all pair of functionsf̄ and ḡ on T* P.
An important observation is the following. Since the constraints become Casimir func

with respect to the Dirac bracket, then it can be restricted toM2 . Indeed, for all pairs of functions
f ,gPC`(M2) the bracket$ f̄ ,ḡ%DuM2

does not depend on the choice of the extensionsf̄ ,ḡ to T* P.

Consequently, we will denote$ f ,g%* 5$ f̄ ,ḡ%DuM2
.

As Dirac proved, the bracket$,%D provides the evolution of any observable, that is,

ḟ̄ 5$ f̄ ,h̄%D ,

for some convenient extensionh̄ of the projected Hamiltonianh1PC`(M1). In particular,
$ f ,h2%* gives the evolution off :M2→R.

As we have noticed in Sec. V, (M2 ,v2) is a symplectic submanifold ofT* P. Let us denote
by $,%M2

the Poisson bracket induced byv2 . We are interested in knowing which is the relatio
between both brackets,$,%* and$,%M2

. This is solved in the following.
Proposition VII.1: The bracket$,%* coincides with$,%M2

, that is, we have that

$ f ,g%* 5$ f ,g%M2
,

for all f ,gPC`(M2).
Proof: As (M2 ,v2) is a symplectic submanifold ofT* P, we have the following decomposi

tion:

TM2
~T* P!5TM2% TM2

' ,

with associated projectors

P:TM2
~T* P!→TM2 ,

Q:TM2
~T* P!→TM2

' .
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It is proved in Ref. 34 that our Dirac bracket is precisely

$ f̄ ,ḡ%D5vP~P~Xf̄ !,P~Xḡ!!

for f̄ ,ḡPC`(T* P). Let us denote byYf the Hamiltonian vector field onM2 associated with a
function f :M2→R with respect tov2 . A careful computation shows thatj 2* Yf5P(Xf̄), wheref̄
is an extension toT* P of f PC`(M2). Consequently, we have

$ f ,g%* 5vP~P~Xf̄ !,P~Xḡ!!5vP~ j 2* Yf , j 2* Yg!5v2~Yf ,Yg!5$ f ,g%M2
. h

If we denote byp:M̄3Rm→M̄ the canonical projection, we can define a Poisson bracket a
p̃5p+d21 as follows:

$ f ,g%vak5$ f +p̃,g+p̃%* ,

which is a function defined onM2 . Therefore, we have a bracket

$,%vak: C`~M̄ !3C`~M̄ ! ——→ C`~M2!

~ f ,g! ——→ $ f ,g%vak

,

which is in fact a bracket alongp̃. This bracket$,%vak enjoys similar properties to those o
ordinary Poisson brackets.

Definition VII.2: The bracket$,%vak on M̄ along p̃ will be called the vakonomic bracke.
The vakonomic bracket produces a function onM2 from two functions defined onM̄ , since we
need to specify the corresponding Lagrange multipliersl i in the equations by means of th
above-mentioned diffeomorphism betweenM2 andM̄3Rm.

A careful computation shows that, in local coordinates, the expression for the vakon
bracket is

$ f ,g%vak5$ f +p̃,g+p̃%* 5
]~ f +p̃ !

]qA

]~g+p̃ !

] p̂A
2

]~ f +p̃ !

] p̂A

]~g+p̃ !

]qA 1
] f̄

]l i DikNjl D
l j

]ḡ

]l j , ~18!

where f̄ ,ḡPC`(T* P) are arbitrary extensions off +p̃ andg+p̃, respectively.
Moreover, if Ḡ is the ‘‘reduced’’ vakonomic vector field onM2 , then, for anyf :M̄→R, we

have

$ f ,H uM̄%vak5$ f +p̃,H uM̄+p̃%* 5Ḡ~ f +p̃ ![ ḟ ,

whereH:T* Q→R is the Hamiltonian defined byEL , that is,H+FL5EL .
Remark VII.3:It should be noticed thatM2 has a vector bundle structure overM̄ with rankm.

Indeed, it is a vector subbundle ofpr1 :T* P[T* Q3R2m→T* Q, that is,
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In this way, a vakonomic motion (q(t),l(t)) in M2 can be viewed as a motion in the total spa
of that vector bundle, with base componentsq(t) in M̄ and fiber componentsl(t) in Rm. Roughly
speaking, the Lagrange multipliers can be considered as a sort of internal variables in add
position variables.

Example VII.4: The vertical rolling disk. Let us consider the following problem for a disk o
radiusR and unit massm51 which rolls on a horizontal plane.

The configuration space for this system can be identified withQ5R23S13S1. By (x,y)
PR2 we denote the coordinates of the point of contact of the disk with the plane and (u,w)
PS13S1 give, respectively, the angle between the disk and thex axis, and the angle of rotation
between a fixed diameter in the disk and they axis.

Given q0 ,q1PQ, i.e., initial and final position variables, we want to find the trajectories
the disk connecting such points that minimize the energy expenditure. Of course, we want th
to roll without slipping. This situation can be seen as an optimal control problem.36 A problem of
optimal control is described by the following data: a configuration spaceB giving the states
variables of the system, a fiber bundlep:N→B whose fibers describe the control variables
vector fieldY:N→TB along the projectionp, and a ‘‘Lagrangian’’ functionL:N→R. Now the
solutions of the optimal control problem will be those pathsg:I→N such thatp+g has fixed end
points, which extremize the action

E
g
L~g~ t !!dt

and satisfy the differential equation

d

dt
~p+g!5Y+g,

which rules the evolution of the state variables.
It is easy to show that this is indeed a vakonomic problem on the manifoldN. The constraint

submanifoldM,TN, given by the above-mentioned differential equation is

M5$vnPTN/p* ~vn!5Y~n!%.

In the problem under consideration, we identifyB5Q, N5TQ, and p:TQ→Q as the natural
projectiontQ . The LagrangianL:TQ→R is given by

L5 1
2 ~ ẋ21 ẏ21I 1u̇21I 1ẇ2!,

with I 1 , I 2 the moments of inertia~notice that the potential energy is not included since it
constant!. The vector field alongtQ is

Y: TQ ——→ TQ

~x,y,u,w,d1 ,d2 ,d3 ,d4! → ~x,y,u,w,R cosud4 ,R sinud4 ,d3 ,d4!.

Notice thatY is simply a tensor~1, 1! on the manifoldQ.
In fact, in this framework, we are considering the velocities as the ‘‘control’’ variab

Solving this optimal control problem is precisely the same as considering the vakonomic pr
associated with the vertical rolling disk for the extended LagrangianL:T(Q3R2)→R,

L5L1lf1mc.

where

f5 ẋ sinu2 ẏ cosu,
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c5 ẋ cosu1 ẏ sinu2Rẇ

are the constraint functions determiningM. Note that we have chosen a linear combination of
usual constraints

f̄5 ẋ2Rẇ cosu,

c̄5 ẏ2Rẇ sinu.

In Sec. VIII, we will discuss how this change of constraints affects the final result. In add
as is stated in Refs. 8 and 24, the vakonomic solutions for this problem are also solutions
nonholonomic problem if the initial conditions for the Lagrange multipliers are properly cho

We have that

vL5dx∧dẋ1sinu dx∧dl1cosu dx∧dm1~l cosu2m sinu!dx∧du1dy∧dẏ2cosu dy∧dl

1sinu dy∧dm1~l sinu1m cosu!dy∧du1I 1 du∧du̇1I 2dw∧dẇ2R dw∧dm,

is the Poincare´-Cartan two-form in local coordinates.
The final constraint submanifold is

P25$~x,y,u,w,l,m,ẋ,ẏ,u̇,ẇ,l̇,ṁ !PT~Q3R2!/f50,c50%.

Let G be a general solution of equationi GvL5dEL and tangent toP2 . In local coordinates, we
have

G5 ẋ
]

]x
1 ẏ

]

]y
1 u̇

]

]u
1ẇ

]

]w
1Bl

]

]l
1Bm

]

]m
1Cx

]

] ẋ
1Cy

]

] ẏ
1Cu

]

]u̇
1Cw

]

]ẇ
1Dl

]

]l̇
1Dm

]

]ṁ
.

The coefficients satisfy the following equations:

Cx52Bl sinu2Bm cosu2 u̇~l cosu2m sinu!,

Cy5Bl cosu2Bm sinu2 u̇~l sinu1m cosu!,

Cu5
R

I 1
lẇ,

Cw5
R

I 2
Bm ,

and the tangency conditions

G~f!5Cx sinu2Cy cosu1Ru̇ẇ50,

G~c!5Cx cosu1Cy sinu2RCw50.

Therefore, we get

S 1 0

0 S 11
R2

I 2
D D S Bl

Bm
D5S u̇~Rẇ1m!

2lu̇
D ,

which leads to
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Bl5Ru̇ẇ1mu̇,

Bm5alu̇,

wherea52(11(R2/I 2))21. In turn, the expressions for the other coefficients ofG become

Cx52~11a!lu̇ cosu2Rẇu̇ sinu,

Cy52~11a!lu̇ sinu1Rẇu̇ cosu,

Cu5
R

I 1
lẇ,

Cw5
Ra

I 2
lu̇.

Continuing with the described process, we have that the submanifoldS is given by

S5$~x,y,u,w,l,m,ẋ,ẏ,u̇,ẇ,l̇,ṁ !PT~Q3R2!/f50,c50,Bl5l̇,Bm5ṁ%,

and G̃ is

G̃5 ẋ
]

]x
1 ẏ

]

]y
1 u̇

]

]u
1ẇ

]

]w
1l̇

]

]l
1ṁ

]

]m
1Cx

]

] ẋ
1Cy

]

] ẏ
1Cu

]

]u̇
1Cw

]

]ẇ
1Dl

]

]l̇
1Dm

]

]ṁ
,

with

Dl52lu̇21
R2

I 1
lẇ21

R

I 1
mlẇ,

Dm5aRẇu̇21amu̇21
aR

I 1
l2ẇ.

Observe that the equations for the Lagrange multipliers

l̇5 u̇~Rẇ1ṁ !,

ṁ5alu̇,

can be integrated to give

l5A sinu2B cosu,

m5A cosu1B sinu2Rẇ,

whereA andB are constants which depend on the initial conditionsl~0!, m~0!. This allows us to

project G̃ (A,B) to a vector fieldX(A,B) on M giving different vakonomic solutions for each choic
of ~A, B!. In particular

X~0,0!5 ẋ
]

]x
1 ẏ

]

]y
1 u̇

]

]u
1ẇ

]

]w
2Rẇu̇ sinu

]

] ẋ
1Rẇu̇ cosu

]

] ẏ
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is just the nonholonomic vector field,GL,M , corresponding to the vertical rolling disk~see the
discussion at the end of Sec. IV!.

Now, the Legendre transformationFL:T(Q3R2)→T* (Q3R2) is given by

FL~x,y,u,w,l,m,ẋ,ẏ,u̇,ẇ,l̇,ṁ !5~x,y,u,w,l,m,p̂x ,p̂y ,p̂u ,p̂w ,p̂l ,p̂m!,

where

p̂x5 ẋ1l sinu1m cosu,

p̂y5 ẏ2l cosu1m sinu,

p̂u5I 1u̇,

p̂w5I 2ẇ2Rm,

p̂l50,

p̂m50.

So the presymplectic system (M1 ,v1 ,h1) becomes

M15FL~T~Q3R2!![R10,

v15dx∧dp̂x1dy∧dp̂y1du∧dp̂u1dw∧ p̂w ,

h15
1

2 S ~ p̂x2l sinu2m cosu!21~ p̂y1l cosu2m sinu!21
1

I 1
p̂u

21
1

I 2
~ p̂w1Rm!2D .

Applying Gotay–Nester’s algorithm we get the secondary constraints

xl52l2 p̂y cosu1 p̂x sinu,

xm5a21m1 p̂y sinu1 p̂x cosu2
R

I 2
p̂w ,

through which we obtain the symplectic Hamiltonian system (M2 ,v2 ,h2)

M25FL~P2![R8,

v25dx∧dp̂x1dy∧dp̂y1du∧dp̂u1dw∧dp̂w ,

h25
1

2 S ~11a!cos2 u p̂x
21~11a!sin2 u p̂y

21
1

I 1
p̂u

22
a

I 2
p̂w

2

1~11a!sin 2u p̂xp̂y22
Ra

I 2
cosu p̂xp̂w22

Ra

I 2
sinu p̂yp̂wD .

As we have said, the natural bracket associated with the two-formv2 allows us to construct the
vakonomic bracket. This is, for anyf ,g:M̄→R we have

$ f ,g%vak5$ f +p̃,g+p̃%M2
,

wherep̃:M2→M̄ is
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p̃~z!5S x,y,u,w,~11a!cos2 u p̂x1~11a!sinu cosu p̂y2
Ra

I 2
cosu p̂w ,

~11a!sinu cosu p̂x1~11a!sin2 u p̂y2
Ra

I 2
sinu p̂w , p̂u ,2a~R cosu p̂x1R sinu p̂y1 p̂w! D .

If H uM̄ is the restriction ofH to M̄ , sinceH uM̄+p̃5h2 we have

$ f ,H uM̄%vak5$ f +p̃,h2%*

5
]~ f +p̃ !

]x S ~11a!cos2 u p̂x1~11a!sinu cosu p̂y2
2Ra

I 2
cosu p̂fD

1
]~ f +p̃ !

]y S ~11a!sin2 u p̂y1~11a!sinu cosu p̂x2
2Ra

I 2
sinu p̂fD

1
]~ f +p̃ !

]u

p̂u

I 1
2

]~ f +p̃ !

]w S a

I 2
p̂f1

Ra

I 2
cosu p̂x2

Ra

I 2
sinu p̂yD

2
1

2

]~ f +p̃ !

] p̂u
S 2~11a!sin 2u p̂x

21~11a!sin 2u p̂y
21~11a!2 cos 2u p̂xp̂y

1
2Ra

I 2
sinu p̂xp̂w2

2Ra

I 2
cosu p̂yp̂wD .

VIII. CONSISTENCY OF THE LOCAL CONSTRUCTION

In the previous sections we have assumed that the constraint functionsF i were globally
defined on the whole ofTQ. Under this assumption, we have defined the extended LagrangiL
on TP and, by means of the constraint algorithm, we have obtained an equivalent descript

vakonomic dynamics in terms of the vector fieldsG̃ and Ḡ, on S and M2 , respectively. An
alternative description was provided by the bracket$,%vak.

In this section, we will discuss the validity of the above results when a change of const
or a change of local coordinates is performed. We accomplish the two tasks at the sam
Suppose thatV andV̄ are two coordinate neighborhoods in the configuration manifoldQ such that
VùV̄ÞB, and denote by (qA) and (q̄A) the corresponding coordinate functions. Let

F i :TV→R, F i5m iAq̇A,

F̄ j :TV̄→R, F̄ j5m̄ jBqG B,

be two sets of constraints definingMùTV and MùTV̄, as in Sec. II. Notice that both sets o
constraints are obtained by taking two local basis$v i% and$v̄ i% of the codistributionM° on V and
V̄, respectively.

Then, for each one, we have the extended Lagrangians

L:T~V3Rm!→R, L5L1l im iAq̇A,

L̄:T~V̄3Rm!→R, L̄5L1l im̄ iAqG A,

and we can apply the constraint algorithm. In this way, we obtain the constraint submanifolP2

and P̄2 ,

P2[~TVùM !3TRm
�P1[T~V3Rm!,
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P̄2[~TV̄ùM !3TRm
� P̄1[T~V̄3Rm!.

Assume now that

v i5m iA~q!dqA, v̄ i5m̄ iA~ q̄!dq̄A.

Then, there exist differentiable functions

L i
j :VùV̄→R2m,

L̄ j
k :VùV̄→R2m,

which give the matrices of the change of basis at each point inVùV̄,

L i
jv j5v̄ i , L̄ j

kv̄k5v j , L i
jL̄ j

k5d i
k .

Consequently, we have

L i
jm jA5m̄ iB

]q̄B

]qA ,

L̄ j
km̄kA5m jB

]qB

]q̄A .

As a first result we deduce that

F̄ i5L i
jF j .

Therefore,P2ø P̄2 can be glued to form a new submanifold ofP1ø P̄1 , which is in turn a
submanifold ofT(Q3Rm).

Remark VIII.1:In spite of this, there is no way to extendL or L̄ to the whole ofP1ø P̄1 , so
we will have to consider the process for each neighborhood.

Next, define the transformation

L̄: P1ù P̄1→P1ù P̄1

~qA,l i ,q̇A,l̇ i !°~ q̄A,L̄ i
jl i ,q̇̄A,L̄ i

j l̇ i !,

which permits us to relate the extended Lagrangians as

L̄uP1ù P̄1
+L̄5L1L̄ i

jl iF̄ j5L1l iF i5LuP1ù P̄1
.

This implies that onP1ù P̄1 we have

S* ~L̄* dL̄!5S* ~d~L̄* L̄!!5S* ~dL!,

and therefore the Poincare´–Cartan two-forms verify

vL5L̄* ~v L̄!,

on P1ù P̄1 . Since the energy associated with both extensions is the same,EL , we deduce that if
GD is a solution onP2 for the constrained system defined byL, thenL̄* (GD) is a solution for the
constrained system defined byL̄. In other words, ifGD satifies the equation
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~ i GDvL5dEL! uP2
,

then we will have

~ i L̄
*

GDv L̄5dEL̄! uP̄2
.

In terms of their integral curves, we have that an integral curve of a fixed vector fieldGD
0
i of the

family of solutionsGD is transformed byL̄ into an integral curve ofḠD̄
0
j on P2ù P̄2 , where

D̄0
j +L̄5L̄ i

jD0
i 1q̇Al̇ i(]L̄ i

j /]qA).
Indeed, if

g~ t !5~gA~ t !,g i~ t !,g̃A~ t !,g̃ i~ t !!

is an integral curve ofGD
0
i on P2ù P̄2 , then

ḡ~ t !5S gA~ t !
]q̄B

]qA ,g i~ t !L̄ i
j~ t !,g̃A~ t !

]q̄B

]qA ,g̃ i~ t !L̄ i
j~ t ! D ,

will be an integral curve ofḠD̄
0
j on P2ù P̄2 . It is very important to observe that, althoug

different, the projections ofg(t) and ḡ(t) to M coincide.
Remark VIII.2:If S ~respectively,S̄) denotes as above the submanifold ofP2 ~respectively,

P̄2) where a SODE solutionG̃ ~respectively,Ḡ̃) exists, then

L̄* G̃5 Ḡ̃+L̄ ~19!

holds on points inSùS̄, that is,G̃ and G̃
¯ are L̄ related on the overlapping. This can be seen

follows. Recall thatG̃5GD
0
j PGD with D0

i 5GD
0
j (Bi). SinceBi does not depend onl̇ i , we have

that GD
0
j (Bi)5GDj(Bi) for all GDjPGD and we can computeD0

i choosing any member of th

family GD . The same is true for the familyḠD̄ . Then, takingGDj and ḠD̄k such thatL̄* GDj

5ḠD̄k+L̄, we can check that

D̄0
i 5ḠD̄k~B̄i !5ḠD̄k~ l̇ i !5GDj~L̄ j

i l̇ j !5L̄ j
i D0

j 1q̇Al̇ j
]L̄ j

i

]qA ,

or, in other words, Eq.~19! holds.
Remark VIII.3:Given a ‘‘vakonomic motion,’’c̃(t)5(qA(t)), there are different curves in

P2ù P̄2 that project to (c̃(t), ċ̃(t))PM . Indeed, if we take (q0
A ,q̇0

A)PMùTVùTV̄ and (l0
i ,l̇0

i )

as initial conditions for the Lagrange multipliers, we can consider the integral curve ofG̃ starting

from (q0
A ,l0

i ,q̇0
A ,l̇0

i ). Now, the curveḡ5L̄+g will be an integral curve ofḠ̃ starting from
(q0

A ,L̄ i
j (q0

A)l0
i ,q̇0

A ,L̄ i
j (q0

A)l̇0
i ). Both curves project to the same solution of the vakonomic eq

tions of motion. Therefore, in order to determine an unique curve onM3TRm whose projection
is (c̃(t), ċ̃(t)), we are forced to specify not only the initial conditions for the Lagrange multipli
but also the set of constraint functions such that (q0

A ,l0
i ,q̇0

A ,l̇0
i )PP2 .

We have seen what happens in the Lagrangian formalism when changing constraint fun
Next, we accomplish the same task in the Hamiltonian context. As a consequence, we wi
later a relation of the above-mentioned integral curves with the solutions of vakonomic equ
of motion. By the Legendre transformationsFL andFL̄ associated toL andL̄, respectively, we
obtain the presymplectic systems (M1 ,v1 ,h1) and (M̄1 ,v̄1 ,h̄1), where
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M15FL~P1!, v15 j 1* ~v!, h1+FL5EL , h15 1
2 gAB~ p̂A2l im iA!~ p̂B2l jm jB!1U,

M̄15FL̄~ P̄1!, v̄15 ̄1* ~v!, h̄1+FL̄5EL̄ , h̄15 1
2 ḡAB~ p̂̄A2l im̄ iA!~ p̂̄B2l j m̄ jB!1U,

with the obvious notations.
Notice thatM1øM̄1 can be provided of a differentiable structure such that it is a subman

of T* (VøV̄)3Rm. We also have that the restriction of the standard symplectic form ofT* (Q
3Rm) to M1øM̄1 is the natural extension of the two-formsv1 ,v̄1 . However, there is no canoni
cal extension toM1øM̄1 of the projected Hamiltoniansh1 and h̄1 .

Define the transformations

L̄: M1ùM̄1→M1ùM̄1

~qA,l i ,p̂A,0!°S q̄A,L̄ i
jl i ,p̂B

]qB

]q̄A ,0D ,

such that the following diagram is commutative:

P1ù P̄1→
FL

M1ùM̄1

L̄↓ ↓ L̄ ~20!

P1ù P̄1→
FL̄

M1ùM̄1

We have

L̄* ~v̄1!5v1 , h̄1+L̄5h1 .

Applying the algorithm to both presymplectic systems, we obtain the secondary constrain
manifolds

M25$yPM1 /x i~y!50%, x i5m iAgAB~ p̂B2l jm jB!,

M̄25$yPM̄1 /x̄ j~y!50%, x̄ j5m̄ jAḡAB~ p̂̄B2lkm̄kB!.

Observe that

x i~y!52S ]h1

]l i D
y

52S ]~ h̄1+L̄ !

]l i
D

y

52L̄ i
k~y!S ]h̄1

]lkD
L̄~y!

5L̄ i
k~ x̄k~L̄~y!!,

that is,

L j
i x i5x̄ j +L̄.

As a consequence, the setM2øM̄2 does not define in general a submanifold
M1øM̄1#T* ((VøV̄)3Rm). However, we have a nice relation between both submanifolds
deed,

L̄~M2ùM̄1!5M̄2ùM1 .
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It is important to observe thatM2ùM̄1 is an open submanifold ofM2 . Therefore, on restricting
the symplectic formv2 to M2ùM̄1 , we do not lose its symplectic character.

Remark VIII.4:A careful computation shows thatL̄ uM2ùM̄2
is just the identity. Consequently

we have, for example, that

~ h̄2! uM2ùM̄2
5~h2! uM2ùM̄2

.

In addition, using~20! and the relations:

FL~GD!5ḠM2
, FL̄~ ḠD̄!5Ḡ M̄2

, L̄* GD5ḠD̄+L̄,

we deduce that the vector fieldsḠM2
and Ḡ M̄2

fulfill along M2ùM̄1

L̄* ḠM2
5Ḡ M̄2

+L̄. ~21!

We see that the integral curves ofGM2
andḠ M̄2

on M2ùM̄2 are, in principle, different. However,

one can easily check that their projections ontoM̄ by

p̃:M2→M̄ , ~qA,l i ,p̂A,0!°~qA,p̂A2l im iA!,

p̃̄:M̄2→M̄ , ~ q̄A,l i , p̂̄A,0!°~ q̄A, p̂̄A2l im̄ iA!,

coincide, since

p̃̄+L̄ uM2ùM̄1
5p̃ uM2ùM̄1

.

We will now investigate the relation between the corresponding Dirac brackets, and more
esting, about the induced brackets on the final constraint submanifoldsM2 andM̄2 ,

$ , %DuM2
5~$ , %2$ ,wa%Cab$wb , %! uM2

,

$ , %DuM̄2
5~$ , %2$ ,w̄a%C̄ab$w̄b , %! uM̄2

.

Recall thatL̄* (v̄1) uM1ùM̄1
5(v1) uM1ùM̄1

. This fact implies thatL̄* (v̄2) uM̄2ùM1
5(v2) uM2ùM̄1

.

Consequently, we have for each pair of functions,f ,g:M̄2→R that

$ f ,g%*¯+L̄ uM2ùM̄1
5$ f̃ ,g̃%* +k, ~22!

where k:M2ùM̄1�M2 is the canonical inclusion andf̃ ,g̃:M2→R are extensions toM2 of
L̄ uM2ùM̄1

+ f uM̄2ùM1
,L̄ uM2ùM̄1

+guM̄2ùM1
, respectively.

As a consequence, when defining the vakonomic brackets for functionsf, g on M̄ we have the
following two possibilities:

$ f ,g%vak5$ f +p̃,g+p̃%M2
,

$ f ,g%vak5$ f + p̃̄,g+ p̃̄%M̄2
.

However, the relationp̃̄+L̄ uM2ùM̄1
5p̃ uM2ùM̄1

and ~22! imply that
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$ f ,g%vak+k5$ f +p̃,g+p̃%M2
+k5$ f + p̃̄,g+ p̃̄%M̄2

+L̄ uM2ùM̄1
5$ f ,g%vak+L̄ uM2ùM̄1

,

which is coherent with the above-mentioned formulaL̄* ḠM2
5Ḡ M̄2

+L̄.
Remark VIII.5:Therefore, although different, both brackets give the same valid informa

about the evolution of a dynamical variable along ‘‘vakonomic curves’’ onM̄ . In fact, given a
‘‘vakonomic’’ curve on M̄ ,c̄(t)5(qA(t),pA(t)), we take g(t)5(qA(t),l i(t),p̂A(t),0) on
M2ùM̄1 andL̄+g(t)5(q̄A(t),L̄ i

jl i(t), p̂̄A(t),0) on M̄2ùM1 projecting onto it. Then, the evolu
tion of f onto this curve onM̄ will be

d

dt
~ f ~qA~ t !,pA~ t !!!5

d

dt
~ f + p̃̄~ q̄A~ t !,L̄ i

jl i~ t !, p̂̄A~ t !,0!!5
d

dt
~ f +p̃~qA~ t !,l i~ t !,p̂A~ t !,0!!,

that is,

f̄̇ uc̄[Ḡ uM̄2
~ f + p̃̄ ! uL̄+g5ḠM2

~ f +p̃ ! ug[ ḟ uc̄ ,

or, equivalently,

f̄̇ [$ f ,H uM̄%vak+L̄5$ f ,H uM̄%vak[ ḟ .

Example VIII.6: The vakonomic particle. We consider the case of a particle of unit ma
moving through the spaceQ5R3 subjected to the global nonholonomic constraintF5 ż2yẋ. In
order to illustrate the precedent discussion, we will take, instead ofF, the following constraints:

f:TU→R,f~x,y,z,ẋ,ẏ,ż!5x~ ż2yẋ!,

c:TV→R,c~x,y,z,ẋ,ẏ,ż!5z~ ż2yẋ!,

where

U5$~x,y,z!PR3 / xÞ0%,

V5$~x,y,z!PR3 / zÞ0%.

Here, the LagrangianL is the kinetic energyL5 1
2 ( ẋ21 ẏ21 ż2), so the extended Lagrangian

are

Lf :T~U3R!→R, Lf5 1
2 ~ ẋ21 ẏ21 ż2!1l~xż2xyẋ!,

Lc :T~V3R!→R, Lc5 1
2 ~ ẋ21 ẏ21 ż2!1l~zż2zyẋ!.

Since (x/z)c5f in TUùTV, the transformationL̄ is given by

L̄: T~~UùV!3R! → T~~UùV!3R!

~x,y,z,l,ẋ,ẏ,ż,l̇ ! ° S x,y,z,
x

z
l,ẋ,ẏ,ż,

x

z
l̇ D .

The two-forms of Poincare´–Cartan are, respectively,

vLf
5dx∧dẋ2xy dx∧dl2lx dx∧dy1dy∧dẏ1dz∧dż1l dz∧dx1x dz∧dl,

vLc
5dx∧dẋ2zy dx∧dl2lz dx∧dy2ly dx∧dz1dy∧dẏ1dz∧dż1z dz∧dl.
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Let Gf ,Gc be the vector fields onP2
f ,P2

c satisfying

i Gf
vLf

5dEL , i Gc
vLc

5dEL .

Then, the coefficients must fulfill the following equations:

Cx
f5~l ẏ1yBl

f!x1l ż, Cx
c5~l ẏ1yBl

c!z1lyż,

Cy
f52lxẋ, Cy

c52lzẋ,

Cx
f52l ẋ2Bl

fx, Cz
c52lyẋ2Bl

cz.

The tangency conditionsGf(f)50,Gc(c)50 are reduced to

Cz
f2 ẏẋ2yCx

f50, Cz
c2 ẏẋ2yCx

c50.

It is easy to see now that in each case we obtain

Bl
f52l

ẋ

x
2

ẏ~ ẋ1lxy!

x~11y2!
,

Bl
c52l

ż

z
2

ẏ~ ẋ1lzy!

z~11y2!
,

so that we have

Cx
f5lxẏ2

yẏ~ ẋ1lxy!

11y2 , Cx
c5lyż2

yẏ~ ẋ1lzy!

11y2 ,

Cy
f52lxẋ, Cy

c52lzẋ,

Cz
f5

ẏ~ ẋ1lxy!

11y2 , Cz
c5

ẏ~ ẋ1lzy!

11y2 .

Consequently, we have determined the familiesGD
f and GD

c . If we denote bySf,Sc the
submanifolds ofP2

f ,P2
c , respectively,

Sf5H yPT~U3R3! / l̇52l
ẋ

x
2

ẏ~ ẋ1lxy!

x~11y2! J ,

Sc5H yPT~V3R3! / l̇52l
ż

z
2

ẏ~ ẋ1lzy!

z~11y2! J ,

we have proved that there is a vector fieldG̃f ~respectively,G̃c) of GD
f ~respectively,GD

c ) satis-
fying the SODE condition and tangent toSf ~respectively,Sc). These vector fields are determine
by

Dl
f52l̇S ẋ

x
1

yẏ

11y2D1S ẋ

xD 2S l1
ẏ

11y2D1
2yẋẏ2

x~11y2!2

1l
ẏ2~y221!

~11y2!2 2Cx
fF ẏ

x~11y2!
1

l

xG2Cy
fF ẋ

x~11y2!
1

ly

11y2G ,
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Dl
c52l̇S ż

z
1

yẏ

11y2D1S ż

zD
2S l1

ẏ

y~11y2! D1
2yẏ2~ ẋ1lzy!

~11y2!2

2l
ẏ2

~11y2!22
l

z
Cz

c2Cx
c ẏ

z~11y2!
2Cy

cF ẋ

z~11y2!
1

ly

11y2G .
A straightforward but tedious computation shows that

L̄* G̃f5G̃c+L̄.

We pass now to the Hamiltonian description of the problem. The Legendre transform
are

FLf : T~U3R! ——→ T* ~U3R!

~x,y,z,l,ẋ,ẏ,ż,l̇ ! ° ~x,y,z,l,ẋ2lxy,ẏ,ż1lx,0!,

FLc : T~V3R! ——→ T* ~V3R!

~x,y,z,l,ẋ,ẏ,ż,l̇ ! ° ~x,y,z,l,ẋ2lzy,ẏ,ż1lz,0!.

Therefore, we have that

M1
f5FLf~T~U3R!!5$xÞ0,p̂l50%[R7/$x50%,

M1
c5FLc~T~V3R!!5$zÞ0,p̂l50%[R7/$z50%,

with Poincare´–Cartan two-forms and Hamiltonian functions given by

vf5dx∧dp̂x1dy∧dp̂y1dz∧dp̂z ,

h1
f5 1

2 @~ p̂x1lxy!21 p̂y
21~ p̂z2lx!2#,

vc5dx∧dp̂x1dy∧dp̂y1dz∧dp̂z ,

h1
c5 1

2 @~ p̂x1lzy!21 p̂y
21~ p̂z2lz!2#.

It is inmediate to see thath1
c+L̄5h1

f . The corresponding secondary constraints are

xf52
]h1

f

]l
5x~2~ p̂x1lxy!y1 p̂z2lx!,

xc52
]h1

c

]l
5z~2~ p̂x1lzy!y1 p̂z2lz!,

and, in fact, we verify that (z/x)xf5xc+L̄. The final constraint submanifolds in the Hamiltonia
side are

M2
f5H wPM1

f / l5
p̂z2yp̂x

x~11y2!J [R6/$x50%,

M2
c5H wPM1

c / l5
p̂z2yp̂x

z~11y2!J [R6/$z50%,

with two-forms and Hamiltonians
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vf5dx∧dp̂x1dy∧dp̂y1dz∧dp̂z ,

vc5dx∧dp̂x1dy∧dp̂y1dz∧dp̂z ,

h2
f5h2

c5
1

2 S ~ p̂x1yp̂z!
2

11y2 1 p̂y
2D .

Note thatvf andvc are not the same two-form, because they are defined on different mani
that is,M2

f andM2
c , respectively.

To define the vakonomic brackets, we have

p̃f : M2
f ——→ M̄

~x,y,z,p̂x ,p̂y ,p̂z! ° S x,y,z,p̂x1y
p̂z2yp̂x

11y2 ,p̂y ,p̂z2
p̂z2yp̂x

11y2 D ,

p̃c : M2
c ——→ M̄

~x,y,z,p̂x ,p̂y ,p̂z! ° S x,y,z,p̂x1y
p̂z2yp̂x

11y2 ,p̂y ,p̂z2
p̂z2yp̂x

11y2 D .

Given f ,g:M̄→R, we have onM2
fùM1

c that

$ f ,g%vak
f 5$ f +p̃f ,g+p̃f%M

2
f5$ f +p̃c ,g+p̃c%M

2
c+L̄5$ f ,g%vak

c +L̄.
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